Symbols of Arizona
Arizona (AZ)

48th State

February 14, 1912

This map shows the _______.
Draw an X on the map where the
state of Arizona is. Label the
countries to the north and south
of the United States. Can you
name the states surrounding
Arizona?

What do you see in the
The copper stamp and the copper star in the flag Great Seal of Arizona that is
stamp reminds us of the history of copper mining important to our Arizona
in our state.
economy?
During the history of Arizona the five C’s have been
very important to the AZ economy. List them below.
1.)_________________ 2.)_________________
3.)_________________ 4.)_________________
5.)___________________
The Pearl Harbor - Arizona Memorial commemorates the Japanese attack on Peal Harbor, Hawaii, on December
7, 1941, which sunk the USS Arizona and
signaled the beginning of the United States entry
into World War II. 1,177 sailors from the USS
Arizona were killed that day.
Attach your stamps below in the boxes.
“The Grand
Canyon State”

State Bird &
Flower

State Fossil

Statehood
Stamp

State
Gemstone

State
Mammal

The state tree is the Palo ________________.
It has ____________________ bark which
allows for photosynthesis. Three species
include: blue palo verde, Foothills palo verde,
and the Mexican palo verde.
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Write down the meaning of the different colors of the flag.
Red and yellow rays ________________________________________________________________
Copper star_______________________________________________________________________
Blue_____________________________________________________________________________
How many rays are there and why?____________________________________________________

The new Arizona stamp on the top right of this page is a painting featuring a famous area of
the state. Write down what town it is near and what this natural rock formation is called. It is a great area to
hike! You may have to Google this information. Think about the words to use to bring up the image above.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
MAP WORK - Put a dot where you think Tucson and Phoenix are and label them. Label Arizona and the states
that surround it. Also label Canada, Mexico, Gulf of Mexico, Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Great Lakes. Label
the Mississippi River and two states east of the Mississippi that you know of. Label them all if you can! Use the
postal abbreviations.

